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ScienceDirect
The giant DNA viruses are highly prevalent and have a particular

affinity for the lytic infection of unicellular eukaryotic host. The

giant viruses can also be infected by inhibitory virophage which

can provide lysis protection to their host. The combined

protective and destructive action of such viruses can define a

general model (PD) of virus-mediated host survival. Here, I

present a general model for role such viruses play in the

evolution of host symbiosis. By considering how virus mixtures

can participate in addiction modules, I provide a functional

explanation for persistence of virus derived genetic ‘junk’ in

their host genomic habitats.
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The historic ‘virus-free’ concepts of evolution
For many decades, there were arguments in the biological

literature regarding the relative importance of selfish

behaviors versus symbiotic behaviors for evolution

[1–3]. In the 1960s, however, with the introduction of

kin selection and later game theory, it appeared that

essentially selfish (individual based) strategies could re-

sult in and explain the evolution of cooperative and even

altruistic behaviors [4]. Yet in the 1970s the fundamental

importance of symbiosis was made clear by its success at

explaining the evolutionary origin of the mitochondria

and chloroplast via symbiosis of two previously distinct

cellular lineages [5,6]. Historically, viruses were not ever

part of this discussion [7]. Indeed, viruses appeared to be

the ultimate selfish agents whose capacity to kill their

host resembled a predatory–prey relationship [8]. And

when it was observed that virus derived genetic informa-

tion had become incorporated into host genomes, this was

explained by using war like metaphors resulting from

‘arms races’ in which following a virus ‘plague sweep’ the
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host would occasionally survive but still retain a bit of

the selfish virus DNA. Thus although parasitic selfish

(virus-like) information is common in the genomes of all

life forms, its presence was explained as mostly defective

remnants of past plague sweeps that provides no func-

tional benefit to the host (e.g. junk). Until recently, this

explanation seemed satisfactory. In the last twenty years,

however, various observation-based developments have

compelled us to re-evaluate this stance. Both comparative

genomics and metagenomics (sequencing habitats) has

made it clear that viral sequences constitute the most

numerous of all genetic DNA sequences in both the

various habitats that have been measured as well as within

the genomes of most cellular DNA. Indeed, we can

consider the microbial genomes as also composed of

collections of parasitic agents that did not descend from

a common ancestor [9]. Thus we have come to accept the

existence of a vast ‘virosphere’: a vast cloud-like popula-

tion of viral genomes that shows considerable exchange

with other viruses and host as shown in Figure 1 [7]. The

rampant occurrence of horizontal gene transfer (especially

in prokaryotes) seems to have mostly resulted via the

action of viruses and other related genetic parasites [10].

More recently, we have become aware that there also

exists an entire putative domain of eukaryotic viruses that

is much larger and more complex then previously imag-

ined. These are the giant viruses like Mimivirus and

Pandoravirus of ameobazoa, which seem to have only a

lytic life cycle [11]. How these viruses might have affect-

ed host evolution is not yet clear. In addition, it is

becoming increasingly clear that gene regulation in

eukaryotes involves various types of non-coding regula-

tory RNA. Indeed, it now appears that regulatory com-

plexity (not gene numbers or gene complexity) accounts

for the much more complex multicellular biology of

eukaryotes compared to prokaryotes and that the regula-

tory RNA that is involved in this originates mostly from

parasitic (junk) DNA sequences [12,13]. In this article, I

consider a different perspective to understand the virus–
host relationship: the fundamental evolutionary conse-

quence of persisting non-lytic virus infections of the host.

This includes genomic, epigenomic and ‘defective’ virus

persistence. According to this view, such virus derived

information is not junk, but has provided a salvation

pathway for the host lineage to survive in its virosphere.

Such persistence requires an intimate virus–host molec-

ular relationship. To understand persistence mechanisms,

I consider the strategy of addiction modules (involving

both destruction and protection) as a general approach to

understand what binds virus to persist in host and also as a
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Diagrammatic representation of the relationship of the Tree of Life

(green dendrogram) to the Virosphere (blue cloud). The blue

dendrogram within the viral cloud represents species specific

persisting viruses.

Reproduced from [7] with permission.
general strategy to bind any two lineages of life and

promote symbiosis [14].

Viruses as competent editors of code
The DNA genome has been considered a linear language

or code. Its evolution is accepted to occur mostly via

genetic errors that generate diversity for natural selection

to operate on for the natural selection of individuals.

However, if DNA is indeed an authentic code, it will need

to also address the concepts of language theory. In partic-

ular, it has been argued that editing a ‘real’ language or code

cannot emerge via errors and must involve populations of

‘editors’ (competent users of code) [15]. This abstract

concept does not initially appears to make sense in the

context of modern molecular genetics as the needed pop-

ulation of editors seems not to exist. However, viruses

could provide the populations of such competent editors.

In prokaryotes, the results of comparative genomic seem

most consistent with heavy virus involvement in host

evolution, mainly involving horizontal gene transfer [10].

In addition, gene regulation usually seems to involve

regulatory networks. By definition, networks are reticulat-

ed and usually involve complex positive and negative

interactions between network participants (members).

Such complex regulatory networks are especially applica-

ble to eukaryotes. However, networks originating from

error-based variation in individuals poses numerous pro-

blems as networks are fundamentally reticulated and do
www.sciencedirect.com 
not adhere to tree based (graphic) analysis. Since viruses

can operate as diffuse populations, they might also promote

the establishment and editing of networks en mass. This is

especially evident with RNA (and retro) viruses of eukar-

yotes. RNA (and retro) viruses in particular operate via

quasispecies which are coherent RNA populations [16]

able to also colonize host DNA as provirus. Since viruses

are inherently competent in all forms of host genetic and

epigenetic code, it has been suggested that they are the

main editors of DNA code [17]. In terms of the human

genome, there are 330 000 solo LTRs (retroviral long

terminal repeats) that mostly have originated from full

retrovirus integration [18]. Thus during our evolution,

about 3.3 Gb of DNA bps (equal to our entire genome)

was once retrovirus sequence that underwent editing

(recombination based deletion) to generate these solo

LTRs. And similar LTRs are now providing complex gene

network regulation (specifying multicellular identity),

such as in the placenta [19,20] and for primate p53 regula-

tion [21]. Why would virus be involved (become symbiotic)

in this way? The prevailing view has been that viruses have

simply provided a diverse source of new genes (and reg-

ulators) to be ‘exapted’ by the host for host evolution.

However, if we instead consider what might compel a virus

to establish a symbiotic state with host and install a new

persistent regulation of itself and its host we can propose an

alternative view. The virus has ‘addicted’ the host to its

presence and created a new virus–host entity that is more

successful in the virosphere.

History of addiction module
The existence of addiction modules was first reported in

the early 1990s by Yarmalinsky and colleagues at NIH

[22,23]. As they sought to understand how the P1 virus

can stably infect its host as an episome and why host cell

death occurs when the P1 plasmid is lost, they discovered

a strategy in which P1 encodes stable toxins as well as a

less stable but matching antitoxins. Thus a counter acting

toxin/antitoxin (TA) gene pair promotes the retention of

P1 for host survival. Fundamentally, this strategy can

allow the stable linkage of two previously distinct

lineages of life (virus and host). The P1 TA strategy is

thus used as an exemplar to account for how two (or more)

genetic lineages can be merged into one. Thus, the

infected Escherichia coli and the P1 phage (an epigenomic

plasmid) now act as (have become) one entity and will

also work together to oppose other genetic parasites, such

as T4 and lambda, lytic virus prevalent in the virosphere

[24]. As survival in the virosphere is proposed to be a basic

necessity of all life, the stable persistence of virus itself

can provide a ‘virus addiction’ by resisting other similar

and sometimes different lytic viruses. This is a general-

ized ‘virus addiction’ module mediated by toxic (T) virus

lysis and counter-acted (A) by virus persistence [25]. This

‘virus addiction’ is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2 for

two populations of E. coli (P1 persistent and P1 free).

Virus addiction thus provides a basic mechanism for
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2016, 31:70–79
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Figure 2
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Virus addiction module. Two populations (colonies) of host cells are shown (P1 phage persistent and P1 free). The antitoxin and toxin gene sets

are shown in the lower left for the P1 persistent host (PhD/DOC and restriction/modification) which induce self destruction upon lytic virus

infection, preventing virus transmission. The external T4, lambda and resident P1 phage are all capable of host lysis in unprotected populations.

Modified and reproduced from [25] with permission.
survival in a virus rich habitat. But this process is both

inherently symbiotic and cooperative. Yet it can also be

destructive and seemingly selfish as the capacity for harm

(lysis) must always be retained (similar to prevent pro-

grammed cell death [26]). Since both the protective (A)

and destructive (T) features must operate together to

establish addiction (persistence), this state does not

emerge from the fittest-type individual gene since the

two functions must always be paired. If then, the new

symbiotic virus–host combination should lose the viral

component (via curing or reproductive loss), death of the

host cell results. This is programmed cell death upon

‘curing’. If we accept that virosphere survival is indeed

fundamental, programmed cell death along with the loss

of persisting virus can be understood via addiction mod-

ule disruption. However, traditional (virus-free) concepts

of evolutionary biology (e.g. neodarwinian ideas) would

call this programmed cell death (especially in a unicellu-

lar, clonal organism) a spiteful behavior, which is difficult

to understand [27]. Most generally, TA gene sets and

virus addiction modules provide mechanisms to coopera-

tively link genomes that were from distinct ancestral

lineages. This strategy can now allow us to reevaluate
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2016, 31:70–79 
historic ideas that previously proposed to explain cooper-

ative behaviors with kin selection and game theory.

Lytic and defective virus in generalized virus
addiction
Although some viruses (and plasmids) can often encode

toxins (and TA gene sets), and many encode pore proteins

involved in host lysis, such gene encoded TA strategies

are not typical for a large number of viruses (including

most viruses of eukaryotes). Yet persisting viruses (geno-

mic and epigenomic, often defective) are common in all

domains of life. Clearly, the P1 style (gene based TA)

addiction modules cannot explain such extensive virus

persistence. However, since lytic infection by virus can

also provide the ‘death’ function needed for an addiction

module, protecting a persistently infected cell from lysis

need not be restricted to a protein function. In this case,

persistence by the same (or partial) virus can provide the

protective (immunity) function needed to complete an

addiction module. Thus the combination of viral lysis and

cell death as well as persistence and cell protection can

together provide a virus based addiction module that

compels the host to retain persistence of virus for survival
www.sciencedirect.com
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in the virosphere. In my book, I called the generalized

version of an addiction module ‘virus addiction’ [25]. This

situation is applicable to all domains of life (even in the

pre-DNA RNA world [28]). Virus addiction will thus

require strategies to protect the host from virus (A) along

with strategies that will kill the host if sufficient virus

information integrity is lost (T). This is programmed cell

death via virus, not toxins. Thus, for example, we might

accordingly reconsider the function of the lambda rex
gene. This iconic and puzzling gene seems to provide

an altruistic function by killing the host cell upon infec-

tion by other viruses [29]. We can instead, however,

propose that it as an essential function to allow the

virus–host combination to survive in its habitat that is

rich with lytic virus. Thus the acquisition of persistent

virus (and corresponding TA strategies) by the host cell

will typically enhance virosphere survival and promote

new symbiotic virus–host identity (and new immunity).

In this light, any new TA set will need to be coherent (in

coordination) with prior TAs sets present in the host.

Thus restriction/modification genes, pore/antipore pro-

teins, toxin/antitoxin proteins all of which are TA sets and

acquired via horizontal mechanisms, must become con-

sistent with the prior network of addiction modules. For

example, successful P1 colonization of E. coli will require

proper interaction of P1 addiction modules with the

resident E. coli mazEF, a P1 resisting TA set, which

indeed seems to be the case [30]. Thus, successful

colonization with a new persisting virus requires TA

network coherence and promotes network modification

(via expansion and/or diminution). Editing preexisting

regulatory networks becomes a dominant issue for suc-

cessful virus colonization.

Can regulatory RNA mediate virus and host
persistence?
An assertion that follows from the above reasoning is that

most all programmed cell death systems (which appear to

be altruistic), will also be involved with identity/immu-

nity, and stress response, but such complex cellular

identity will have mostly originated from persisting virus

addiction systems. However, these identity programs

need not be restricted to proteins based genes, but will

often involve functional non-coding regulatory RNAs,

especially RNAs that have stem-loop interactive features

[31,32]. Indeed, the E. coli PAR addiction module which

expresses intragenic stem-loop RNAs that can regulate

translation might be the best model for understanding

how non-coding RNA can regulate addiction [31]. Many

related loci that also use RNA are known [33]. Also, non-

coding antisense RNA is used as a component of widely

distributed abortive infection systems (Abi) of bacteria

that counteracts a wide array of virus [34]. In some cases,

the regulatory (antitoxic) RNA can be a pseudoknot [35].

Pseudoknots are of special interest in that they interact

both in cis and trans with other RNA stem-loop regions to

provide context dependent functions. Clearly, the
www.sciencedirect.com 
CRISPR system of prokaryotes also uses virus-derived

non-coding stem-loop RNAs to target endonucleases and

counteract viruses, showing clear functional (but no evo-

lutionary) similarity to eukaryotic RNAi systems [36].

Thus, in prokaryotes, although protein based (TA’s, RM’s

which are restriction-modification systems) antiviral sys-

tems are most common, non-coding RNA based systems

are also prevalent. However, in eukaryotes there occurred

a big shift in antiviral systems as well as a big shift in the

nature of viruses that persist in their host. RM systems are

essentially absent, for example, nor was the CRISPR

system retained. Instead, in eukaryotes we see the emer-

gence of various small (and large) non-coding RNA based

systems, such as RNAi, siRNA and microRNA, all of

which use stem-loop non-coding RNAs to guide their

corresponding antiviral [37,38] and regulatory responses,

see [39]. Later, with the emergence of jawed vertebrates,

we see that the antiviral role of the RNAi system was

mostly displaced by the interferon response (which also

responds to dsRNA and induces apoptosis). The emer-

gence of the interferon system is directly linked to and

regulates the adaptive immune response of vertebrates,

leading to another big shift in virus–host relationship. Yet,

interestingly, micro RNA regulation was retained and

appears to underlie control of both innate [40–42] and

adaptive immunity [43–45]. From the perspective of

addiction modules, the entire adaptive and innate im-

mune system can be considered as one very complex

addiction module that has tremendous capacity for cellu-

lar destruction but is kept in check by various protective

mechanisms (such as clonal elimination), but likely origi-

nating from virus [46,47].

A large and general shift has occurred in viruses of

eukaryotes regarding the type and amount of virus infor-

mation that becomes ‘one with’ (integrates into) the host

genome. With emergence of a nucleus that separates

RNA synthesis and processing from translation, we see

major changes in virus–host interactions, especially what

type of virus nucleic acid persists as part of host DNA. In

prokaryotes, DNA acquired from large dsDNA viruses

(and plasmids) predominate whereas in eukaryotes, DNA

derived from retroviruses, retroposons and rolling circular

(rcr)-DNA viruses and transposons dominate. Also in

eukaryotes, we see only modest increases in numbers

of gene (ORFs) but a substantial increase in DNA in-

volved in gene regulation. Along with this basic pattern

shift, the numbers of these parasitic viruses and agents

increases enormously in eukaryotes. Since many of these

parasitic agents can express non-coding RNA [48], this

represents a big shift in regulatory strategy. Eukaryotic

regulatory RNAs can affect numerous events in RNA

processing, transport, stability and translation. And virus-

es can be involved in, bypass or regulate all of these

regulatory events. With persisting eukaryotic viruses, it is

thus important to understand if regulatory non-coding

RNA is also involved in virus persistence or if such RNA
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2016, 31:70–79
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can participate in addiction modules. Indeed, it has

recently become clear that small regulatory RNA’s are

most often involved in the persistence of many, if not all

eukaryotic DNA and retro viruses [49,50]. A main target

of such non-coding RNAs appears to be to regulate the

innate immune response, especially with respect to the

control of apoptosis. The question at hand then is if the

giant DNA viruses ever persist with their host. And what,

if any, role does the integration of viral DNA play? Is

persistence ever attained and can it involve distinct virus–
host strategies? Is noncoding RNA based regulation in-

volved in their virus–host biology? And are there addi-

tional virus–virus and virus–host relationships present in

their virosphere and habitat participating in virus addic-

tion modules?

Giant virus and the addiction module
perspective
Since Acanthamoeba polyphaga mimivirus was discovered

various other giant viruses have also been reported (Mar-
seilleviridae, Pithovirus sibericum, Cafeteria roenbergensis vi-
rus and Pandoravirus). These giant virus families

(Mimivirus, Megavirus, Pandoravirus) plus the less giant

phycodnavirus have some clear similarities, besides their

large size. They mostly infect unicellular eukaryotes in

aquatic habitat, although some multicellular hosts are also

known (such as brown algae). In addition, they mostly

have lytic and non-integrating life cycle that resembles

the lytic T4 like phage of bacteria. Persistent infections

have not been reported. Thus from the perspective of

virus mediated addiction modules, we might wonder if

these giant viruses could be providing lytic half of a more

extended relationship (addiction module) in which per-

sistence in another host is preventing viral lysis, such as a

lytic host being harbored in other symbiotic cells. Or can

these giant viruses persist by other strategies, such as

extreme chemical stability, or via the possible involve-

ment of another inhibitory virus? Mimivirus mostly

infects unicellular protist (ameobazoa) as does Pandora-

virus [51,52]. Both of these hosts can be symbiotic in or

with other species. The virus–host relationship is pre-

dominantly lytic, which does not seem to offer any

explanations as to why these viruses need such giant

genomes to infect relatively simple host. Interestingly,

some amoebas (polychoas dubium) do have extremely

large genomes (670 Gb), up to 100� that found in humans

[53]. Yet many are intracellular parasites [54], which is

usually associated with genome reduction. Further, some

free living amoebas may have smaller genomes [55]. The

giant viruses represent diverse morphology, genetic com-

position and replication programs with little in common to

the extended set of large DNA viruses. Their genomes

have a mosaic character with relatively little ORF simi-

larity to the other families of DNA viruses or host genes

but with clear similarity to other members of same family

of virus [56] or other genes within the same genome [57].

So why are they so big? With passage in monoculture,
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2016, 31:70–79 
many viral genes are lost (especially those that modify

proteins) [58]. This suggests that these lost genes are

needed for survival in a more complex habitat (or viro-

sphere). Along these lines, one such ‘reduced’ strain was

bald (lacked fibers) but did not support the sputnik virus

(see below). So virus–virus interactions seem clearly

relevant. This occurrence of many genes that are not

needed for passage in culture is also similar to T4 phage.

In the T4 case, many of the lost genes seem to interact

with other viruses. One feature of the giant viruses that

might require many genes is the need to create viral

factories. Giant viruses undergo cytoplasmic replication

via factories that accumulate and cap mRNA and assem-

ble virus [59,60]. Thus, these factories are quite complex

and provide many of the functions associated with the

host nucleus. This could explain why some giant viruses

appear to express up to 700 early genes. Clearly, such

large viral genomes can compel major genetic reprogram-

ming of their host cells. Still, it remains to be established

why these viral genomes are so large. Being a giant virus,

however, may come with some hazards. Since they reside

in water habitats, they can also be food for filter feeders,

such as oysters. Indeed, oysters provide excellent source

for isolating Mimivirus [61].

Virus–virus and host interactions
It is interesting that within the cytoplasmic factories of

Mimivirus, we can sometimes also find Sputnik virus (a

virophage) which is an inhibitory viral parasite of Mimi-

virus [62]. Sputnik virus is an 18 kb integrating dsDNA

virus that replicates as a rolling circle (rcrDNA) via a viral

encoded protein primed DNA pol B. A similar parasite of

phycodnavirus (Mavirus) also seems able to affect virus–
host dynamics by protecting host from phycodnavirus

lysis [63]. Interestingly, this Mavirus also encodes an

integrase with clear similarity to those of retroviruses.

Due to these viral genes, the Mavirus genome shows clear

similarity to the Maverick/Politon family of 40 kb DNA

transposons, which are highly prevalent in the genomes of

various Eukaryotes [64]. Since the replication origins of

rcr DNA viruses have clear stem-loop inverted repeat

DNA structures, the presence of such elements in host

genomes provides a clear capacity for the potential ex-

pression of stem-loop regulatory RNAs [65]. Clearly, if

these putative stem-loop noncoding RNAs were indeed

to be expressed, they would have major consequences to

the ability of a host to support similar rcrDNA viruses.

They might also provide parasitic (inhibitory) functions

against the giant DNA viruses. Polintons are wide-spread

in protists, such as single-celled entamoeba, trichomonas,

but show patchy distribution in non-animal species and

are absent in plants [66,67]. Unicellular amoeba (and

hydra) have the basal version of the Politon DNA pol

B sequence that is absent in plants. Since transposons,

even if derived initially from a virus, are almost always

defective for infectious virus function (or transposition), it

is usually accepted that they are ‘inactive’ or dead. But if
www.sciencedirect.com
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they can still provide regulatory RNA, they have a major

potential to regulate the virus–host dynamic state, espe-

cially in habitats rich in giant viruses and virophage. Thus,

it remains possible that the giant viruses might still be

providing the lytic function of a virus addiction module

involving other viruses and various (symbiotic) hosts.

Integrated virophage (and related
transposons)
Giant viruses typically infect unicellular host, but in such

host there is no giant viral DNA integration or episomal

DNA persistence (or small RNA regulation) described so

far. The relationship appears to be strictly lytic. And even

if virophage is present and could modify the Mimivirus

infection outcome by preventing Mimivirus production,

the virophage-giant virus infected host still dies. With

virophage, however, broad based DNA integration is

much more possible and likely. Here we might expect

the existence of populations of host with silent integrated

virophage. In a sense, such integrated hosts are immune

to the corresponding giant virus since if they become

infected, they simply produce more virophage and die

(like programmed cell death) and do not produce more

giant virus and also do not transmit virophage to other

members of the virophage persisting host population.

This situation is clearly very similar to how the P1

infected E. coli (described above, Figure 2) will induce

programmed cell death upon infection with other lytic

viruses, such as T4. Here, we can propose that giant

viruses are providing the lytic component of virus addic-

tion. Interestingly, giant viruses have related versions of

intienes (protein splicing) found in both phycodnavirus

[68] and Mimivirus DNA pol ORF [69]. These self

splicing elements are functionally similar to T4 phage

homing endonuclease also found in the DNA pol ORF

which uses stem-loop RNA cleavage endonuclease sites

for exclusion of other phage [70].

Thus it seems most plausible that giant virus mediated

addiction and survival is occurring via the persistent

infection with virophage. The host persistently colonized

by virophage survives the ubiquitous presence of lytic

giant virus. Given this scenario, it is worth considering

how integrated relatives of their rcrDNA viruses (Poli-

tons), which are observed in large numbers and diverse

protist [71], might also affect the outcome of lytic infec-

tion. We cannot currently answer this question as experi-

mental evaluation is lacking. However, we can

hypothesize major consequences to virus–host dynamics

due to the presence of such defective and potentially

interfering viral code.

Integration of giant virus DNA
Although most giant viruses do not integrate into host

DNA, there are some very interesting exceptions to this.

For example, Phycodnaviruses that infect multicellular

brown algae do integrate their DNA. Ectocarpus siliculosus
www.sciencedirect.com 
shows the world wide occurrence of the endogenized virus;

EsV-1 [72]. Feldmania brown algal species, such as Emi-
liania Huxley, are similar. With EsV-1, the DNA integrates

as one copy and establishes a lifelong persistent infection in

its host. In addition, there are distinct subgenomic loci

(fragments) of EsV-1 related viral DNA integrated at

various sites in the host [72]. These loci appear able to

express viral encoded endonucleases and transposase. The

Feldmania virus is closely associated with host reproduc-

tive biology. The virus infects free swimming wall-less

gametes and establishes a genome endogenization. The

virus becomes latent in the vegetative cells of the host but

is expressed in reproductive tissue. Although gametes

show viral pathology, no pathology is seen in latently

infected algae. The genomes of these viruses, however,

have some interesting distinctions with those of lytic

Phycodnaviruses and giant viruses. They are much less

gene-dense and have a significant amount of inverted

repeated and non-coding sequences. In addition, no

introns are found. This is also similar to the Pithovirus

genome which also has a large fraction of noncoding

repeated sequence with a 150 bp palindrom that shows

clear similarity to mobile elements [73]. The functional

significant of these repeat sequences is not yet clear. It

remains unknown if they encode ncRNA or participate in

persistence. However, it remains clear that multicellular

brown algae have a distinct and persistent relationship with

their giant DNA viruses. And it seems most likely (but not

yet established) that the presence of virus related genetic

code in these species is of relevance to this persistent

relationship.

Reproduction and programming a cryptic life
style
Unicellular green algae and amoeba are often free swim-

ming (or symbiotic in other species) and do not differen-

tiate cell types. Most reproduce by cell fission.

Multicellular brown algae do differentiate in cell types

but also reproduce sexually by producing free swimming

gametes. But more complex eukaryotes (especially

plants) also differentiate cell types and can produce cysts,

spores or seeds for sexual reproduction. Amoeba can also

produce cysts. Cysts, spores and seeds are all examples

that represent a very complex changes in genetic pro-

grams that result in the production of a stable, cryptic

(inactive) cell that can tolerate environmental stress but

preserve the capacity to generate new life. The networks

needed for such complex programs must first be acquired

for such reproductive biology to emerge. For example,

cyst-trophozoite differentiation of Acanthamoeba castellanii
involves massive turnover and remodeling of cellular

components so as to produce a cyst, a cryptobiotic cell,

resistant to desiccation, heat, freezing, and chemical

treatments. Complex regulation must certainly be in-

volved. Such cysts are also resistant to Mimivirus infec-

tion. Virus resistance could therefore provide additional

selection for their emergence of cryptic life programs.
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2016, 31:70–79
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Thus it is very interesting that when Mimivirus infects

this amoeba, it lytically produces a giant virus that is

extremely stable, but is cryptic in that is inert but it has

preserved the capacity for subsequent virus life. This

clearly resembles a viral cyst and identifies a viral life

strategy in which persistence in the environment may be

crucial. Interestingly, Mimivirus not only superimposes a

new genetic program for producing this stable ‘cyst-like’

virus, it also prevent the cyst production of its host

amoeba [74]. In a sense, the virus has displaced the host

program with a new viral programming for a cryptic state

of viral life. Neither virions or the cellular cysts, spores or

seeds can be considered as living states, but all are

complex latent or cryptic states that preserve the capacity

for life. The persistence of this capacity for life is key to

survival of the organism. That viruses are able to program

such states onto the host can also suggest a viral origin for

such a cellular life strategy.

Integrated virus DNA, addictive symbiosis and
plant evolution
Free living amoeba are an especially common host for

giant viruses. As noted above, some amoeba have ex-

tremely large genomes. Although the composition of

amoeba genomes are poorly studied, it seems certain that

such large genomes cannot simply code for genes (ORFs).

They must have a large amount of repeated and likely

parasitic DNA. It is known that politon transposons

(related to polB and integrase of Mavirus) are present

in the genomes of some amoeba [71]. And it is interesting

that the polB sequence of this politon is phylogenetically

basal to that version found in aquatic animals. In contrast,

no multicellular green plants or land animals have

retained these politons. As argued above, we can expect

large effects on virus–host relationship due to the pres-

ence of virus related sequences. Thus it is very interesting

that cnidarians and lower plants have acquired some

Mimivirus-like sequences into their genomes [75]. Both

a moss species and hydra (cnidarian) have acquires at least

23 core genes from a Mimi-like virus. Yet none of these

species are known to support lytic giant viruses. Moss (a

bryophyte) are early haploid spore forming avascular

plants, that emerged prior to flowering (seed forming)

plants. Bryophytes and lycophytes (early spore forming

vascular plant) have up to 16 ORFs from genes of large

DNA viruses, which is a subset of the core replication

virus specific genes [76]. The consequence to the virus–
host dynamic of these integrated viral sequences is cur-

rently unknown. However, I can predict that such virus

derived DNA will counteract related lytic virus and alter

host susceptibility (via virus addiction). Such cells may be

immune and now be capable of supporting some type of

persistent presence of the giant viruses. How this inte-

gration occurred is also interesting, since the giant viruses

are non-integrating. Possibly a retrovirus (like the ancient

chromovirus) could have helped by providing integration

functions as they are found as ERVs in the genomes of
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2016, 31:70–79 
early eukaryotes. It is most interesting that with the

emergence of early multicellular green plants, we see

another big shift in virus–host relationship. In higher

plants, absent are the giant DNA viruses of unicellular

eukaryotes or the large dsDNA viruses of bacteria or

green or brown algae. Indeed, few viruses have been

reported for these simple nonseed producing multicellu-

lar plants like moss. Although some RNA viruses (dsRNA

and +RNA) are known, these are nowhere near the large

diversity of +RNA viruses found in seed producing and

flowering plants. Nor are ds DNA viruses found in higher

plants. However, pararetroviral derived DNA is highly

prevalent in higher plant genomes. Small non-coding

RNA’s seem crucial for viral control in eukaryotes

(including plants). However their activity in moss-like

plants is not well studied. In Cnidarians (like hydra),

however, small regulatory RNAs resemble both miRNA

and siRNA but can regulate their target RNAs by RNA

cleavage (a TA like function) [77]. It is unknown if these

RNAs might regulate persistent virus infections.

Giant virus as mediators of multicellular
symbiosis?
Symbiotic relationships seem highly prevalent in lower

eukaryotes (in both plant-like and animal-like lineages).

Indeed, the origin of unicellular green algae is thought to

have occurred via symbiosis with photosynthetic cyano-

bacteria. These organisms also often support prevalent

large lytic DNA viruses. I have argued that virus addiction

modules provide a strategy that can compel a symbiotic

state between two previously distinct lineages of organ-

isms (virus and host). A resident (often defective) virus

can protect the host against prevalent lytic viruses in the

virosphere. But this strategy can also be extended to

include multiple cellular host as well as multiple viruses.

Consider, for example, a host cell like hydra. With inte-

grated sequences from both giant viruses and/or viroph-

age, it can have genetic resistance to these lytic viruses.

However, if it is colonized internally by another cell type

(for example a symbiotic photosynthetic unicellular green

algae) the hydra can provide a protected hiding place,

such as chlorella species protection against chlorella virus.

The hydra then benefits from the photosynthetic activity

of the chlorella cell and the chlorella cell has found a safe

haven from chlorella virus. This would be an example of a

multi species virus addiction module. This state can

provide exemplar of how lytic virus can play a key role

in symbiosis by promoting interspecies virus addiction.

Amoebas can symbiotically harbor various other prokary-

otic and eukaryotic organisms. What is the virus story

behind these relationships? Does the extremely large

amoeba genome with lots of parasitic DNA affect this

capacity to support symbiosis? We do not know the answer

to such questions. We do know, that amoeba can protect

Mimivirus from UV inactivation and desiccation [78]. And

preclusion between Mimivirus and symbiotic bacteria has
www.sciencedirect.com
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been observed with passage of the host amoeba [79].

However, with the addition of Sputnik virus as a parasite

of Mimivirus, the symbiotic bacteria is retained. Clearly

there are complex interactions between symbiotic cellular

organisms, lytic virus and viral parasites. But we can further

add to this mix additional cellular symbiosis and virus. For

example, what cell can protect the amoeba host from lytic

Mimivirus? A Hydra? As presented above, Hydra may be

inherently resistant to these viruses and thus provide a

protective habitat for symbiosis of algae and amoebas.

Symbiosis is prevalent in cnidarians (e.g. coral). But when

we add virus addiction as providing the ‘glue’ that compels

interspecies symbiosis, we see a Russian doll like situation

involving multiple, nested host species. This is a multi-

species network that is enforced and maintained via virus.

Amoeba and chlorella can also be symbiotic in hydra. Thus

the phycodnaviruses and giant lytic virus would be essen-

tial to preserve and enforce these multicellular symbiotic

states. This, therefore, may be an example of an extended

viral addiction network. And the overall fitness of the

cellular and viral participants is dependent not simply

on individual (selfish) fitness, but how persistence of the

virus–host addiction module is maintained. And for this,

both the capacity for lysis and resistance to lysis (PD) must

be maintained under appropriate conditions. This can

provide an extended network of addiction strategies in-

volving mixed virus–host lineages with enhanced com-

plexity via virus TA selective pressure. Could the giant

viruses have thus promoted emergence of symbiosis and

help explain the origin of complex, mosaic multicellular

organisms? And could retroviruses similarly promoted the

emergence of complex innate immunity [80��] and placen-

tal [81�] networks in vertebrates? I suggest the answer is yes

and if this is indeed the case, we might think ‘Ex Virus
Omnia’ (from virus everything).
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